
 
 
 
 

Shadow Tracking 
How do our shadows change during the course of 
the day?  
 

Activity Summary 
Trace your shadow in the same location every hour 
for 4-6 hours (the more hour intervals the better!). 
Break up the day inside by tracking the movement 
of earth in relation to the sun. 

Directions 
1. Find a location on a hard surface and have 

a parent or sibling trace the outline of your 
feet. You will be returning to this exact 
location throughout the day. 

2. At each hour in this location, have a parent or sibling trace your shadow and write the 
time in the body of the shadow. 

3. Walk the length of each shadow and count how many steps long the shadow is (for a 
more accurate measurement, use a meter stick or measuring tape). 

4. Record the time and length of each shadow (you can also record the direction of each 
shadow if a compass is available) at each hour interval. 

5. During this exercise think about the following questions: 
a. Why is the sun important to humans and wildlife? 
b. Is your shadow getting longer or shorter over time? 

i. What does this tell us about the position of the sun in the sky? 
c. What do you think will happen to your shadow later in the day? 
d. What does the length of our shadows tell us about the orbit of the earth? 

i. How does the orbit of earth relate to a day, week, month or year? 
e. How do you think ancient civilizations could tell the time? 

6. Further Explorations: 
a. Take your shadow length measurements and make a bar graph. 

i. What kind of shape does the bar graph make? 

Location 
A basketball court, blacktop at a park, parking lot, or the sidewalk in front of your house. Any 
location where sidewalk chalk can be used is perfect, check in with an adult about where to go! 

Share your experience with us!  
Email kidsforthebay@gmail.com to share photos, videos, comments or questions.  
Tag us on Instagram and Facebook @kidsforthebay. Use #EveryoneisanEnvironmentalist in 
your posts. 



Supplies 
● Sidewalk chalk 
● Paper/journal and a pencil 
● Compass (optional) 
● Meter stick or measuring tape (optional) 

Additional resources and related activities 
1. Sun’s shadow time lapse - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3B7KLstUZbI 
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